Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Song is something beautiful that can be a media to communicate someone'sidea and feeling. As a text, song lyric is an easy way to share some experiences, desires, even an ideology. Through a song, people can doctrine, persuade, entertain, or just express their feeling to others. Indonesia is a multicultural country which consists of so many different cultures. Every region has its own culture, but still they have same perception about gender differences. stereotype that determines what should be done or not by man and woman, so they will not out of that determination. It is believed for many centuries and seems as a fate which cannot be thrown (Murniati, 2004: xviii-xix) .
According to Handayani and Sugiarti (2002: 6) 
METHOD
Type of research that the writer used in this study is qualitative descriptive.
The primary data sources of this research are dangdut song such as cabe-cabean by This song also shows us that the song writer wants to focus on the girl only.
Although abg word refers to boys and girls, the words genit, ganjen, and centil explain that girl is the bad one. The one who has genit, ganjen, and centil Besides, the using of the terms cabecabean and kupu-kupu malam which refers to woman becomes more popular than the term lelaki hidung belang which is equivalent with those two terms and refers to the man. The society becomes more concern about woman's negative label than man's negative label.
Ideology of Woman As An Object
The data are from Wanita song by Gigi. Although they use different process, but both processes conclude that man becomes subject or actor and woman always becomes an object and goal in a relationship. 
Woman is Identified with Emotion

